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Marked for Life
By Emelie Schepp

MIRA. Paperback. Condition: New. 384 pages. Dimensions: 6.6in. x 4.2in. x 0.9in.International
bestselling author Emelie Schepp introduces the enigmatic, unforgettable Jana Berzelius in this
suspenseful debut novelA fast-paced thriller with the draw of a ninja-strong female lead and
enough adrenaline to make a good nights sleep a near impossibility. Booklist MARKED FOR
LIFETRAINED FOR DEATHWhen the head of immigration is shot dead, suspects quickly emerge. But
no one can account for the mysterious child-size fingerprints at the scene. Public prosecutor Jana
Berzelius steps in to lead the investigation. Young and brilliant but emotionally cold, Berzelius, like
her famous prosecutor father, is not swayed by the devious widow or threats of blackmail. She is
steely, aloof, impenetrable. Until the boyOn a nearby shore, the drug-riddled body of a young teen is
found along with a murder weapon. Reviewing his autopsy, Berzelius sees something hauntingly
familiar Carved deeply into his flesh are initials that scream child traffickingand trigger in her a flash
of recognition from her own nightmarish childhood. Now, to protect herself and keep her dark past
a secret, she must solve the crimes and find the depraved mastermind firstbefore the police do. This
item ships from multiple locations. Your book...
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Reviews
It in one of my personal favorite ebook. I was able to comprehended everything using this created e ebook. I am just pleased to tell you that here is the
greatest ebook i have got read through within my own lifestyle and may be he finest publication for possibly.
-- Timothy Johnson DVM
It in just one of the best publication. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Tara Jerde
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